We propose a log-based analysis tool for evaluating web application computer system. A feature of the tool is an integration software log with infrastructure log. Software engineers alone can resolve system faults in the tool, even if the faults are complicated by both software problems and infrastructure problems. The tool consists of 5 steps: preparation software, preparation infrastructure, collecting logs, replaying the log data, and tracing the log data. The tool was applied to a simple web application system in a small-scale local area network. We confirmed usefulness of the tool when a software engineer detects faults of the system failures such as "404" and "no response" errors. In addition, the tool was partially applied to a real large-scale computer system with many web applications and large network environment. Using the replaying and the tracing in the tool, we found causes of a real authentication error. The causes were combined an infrastructure problem with a software problem. Even if the failure is caused by not only a software problem but also an infrastructure problem, we confirmed that software engineers alone could distinguish between a software problem and an infrastructure problem using the tool.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, large-scale computer system is important for human life in modern society. Large-scale computer system consists of large software and large infrastructure [1] . Software means application package software, middleware, and application server software, and application client software. Infrastructure includes network equipment, server computers, client computers, mobile terminals, various operating systems, and physical and logical network design. Infrastructure is designed according to 5 layers with considering software design [2] . Once large-scale computer system starts working, various system failures may occur. Some failures may be caused by physical breakdown of equipment, some failures may be caused by setting errors of network equipment's configuration files, and some failures may be caused by software faults. It becomes more difficult to detect causes of system failures as computer system becomes more complicated [3] . Software engineers alone cannot detect causes correctly, infrastructure engineers alone cannot find causes efficiently. Only engineers who have both infrastructure knowledge and software knowledge can certainly detect causes of such system failures [4] . However, in current industry, infrastructure engineers are clearly distinguished from software engineers. The two type engineers are assigned to quite different tasks and works. Infrastructure engineers learn infrastructures knowledge and techniques without software knowledge, software engineers learn software knowledge and techniques without infrastructure knowledge. Large-scale computer system becomes more complicated and software and infrastructure technologies become complicated more and more. Although the higher technologies of infrastructure and software are deeply influenced each other, engineers are clearly divided into infrastructure engineers and software engineers. It is difficult for software engineers to detect software faults caused by network environment because of lack of infrastructure knowledge. It is difficult for infrastructure engineers to detect infrastructure faults depended to software architecture. Therefore, we propose an analysis tool for integrating infrastructure and software. Especially, we focus on web application system that consists of application software, client software, middleware such as web server software and database software, server computers, client computers, and network equipment. A feature of the tool is the usage of various system logs such as operating system logs, network equipment logs, web server logs, and application logs [5] . Based on the logs, we can graphically replay system failure phenomena on the tool. The replay of failure phenomena includes not only data transfer on software programs but also a movement of packets in the network environment. Even software engineers who have little infrastructure knowledge can seamlessly trace software program data transfer and packet movement on network environment. Even infrastructure engineers who have little software knowledge can smoothly understand data transfer from software to infrastructure. Using our too, both engineers can efficiently detect faults of software or infrastructure in the complicated computer system.
The main gap between conventional scientific knowledge and our research is a log analysis technique mixing software and infrastructure. Infrastructure log analysis is useful to detect system failures caused by infrastructure faults. On the other hand, software log analysis is usual techniques in software debugging process. Usually, these analyses are separated by different kinds of engineers. The approach of the log analysis technique mixing software and infrastructure is a new aspect of our research. In addition, we have proposed a new process metrics for infrastructure [4] and infrastructure log analysis [2] . The proposed tool is partially based on the ideas of the previous researches' results. In addition, the tool is applied to the industrial real logs in order to detect causes of system faults. The paper evaluates the usefulness of the tool using a huge amount of log.
In this paper, section2 shows related works. Section 3 shows an outline of infrastructure design steps. Section 4 explains the tool for web applications compute system integrating software and infrastructure. A trial of the tool is shown at section 5. A practice of the tool in a real computer system is shown at section 6, section 7 shows summary and future researches.
RELATED WORKS
There are many researches of developing web applications. Elmam et al. proposed web application test techniques using session data [6] . The session data is gathered as users operate web applications. The method helps test those applications from a functional standpoint. As a result, the test techniques can generate more efficient test data than test data generated by a white box test technique. The session data is a kind of system logs. The approach of collecting logs is similar to our approach. However, the target of the research is different. Out target is not only web application software but also infrastructure. The scoop of the research is different. In addition, Wang et al. proposed JSTrace for fast reproducing web application errors [7] . Recordreplay techniques are used to reproduce errors in web applications. However, the long event trace data prevent from efficient reproducing errors. The JSTrace is a tool to eliminate unnecessary event trace data of JavaScript. As a result, 97% event trace data was eliminated. The JSTrace is similar to the tracing and the replaying of our tool. The tracing and the replaying also eliminate unnecessary log data by time and HTTP header data. The target of the JSTrace is only JavaScript program. Our proposed tool includes software logs and infrastructure logs. Thetool is useful when you do not know if the system failure is due to software defects or infrastructure defects. On the other hand, there are many useful infrastructure trace and analysis tools [8] . Wireshark is used for research of the bottlenecks associated with packet capturing using commodity hardware in local area networks (LANs) without losing data [9] . And, Wireshark is useful in universities' education for network environment with web applications [10] . Wireshark is free software. HTTP requests and HTTP response and TCP traces are collected in the Wireshark [11] . Of course, purpose of tools such as Wireshark is only network analysis of infrastructure, not software. DynaTrace is also a tool for analysing infrastructure [12] [13] . The DynaTrace transaction traces among computer servers and web applications are available. On the other hand, Visual studio .net framework is useful tool for tracing web applications. The Visual studio .net framework [14] helps software engineers detect program faults. Our tool including the replaying and the tracing is a similar tool that combined the Wireshark with the Visual studio .net framework. Purpose of our tool is seamless tracing and replaying not only software logs but also infrastructure logs.
INFRASTRUCTURE
This section shows an outline of infrastructure construction [2] . Fig.1 shows a process of constructing infrastructure with 5 layers. Infrastructure is designed according to the 5 layers with considering software design. In addition, the 5 layers may not be necessarily carried out in order.
LAYER1: PHYSICAL DESIGN
The physical design of infrastructure is simple. Server computers and client computers and network equipment such as routers, switching hubs are set up for physical areas such as buildings, rooms. Each equipment is connected with the other equipment by network cables or wireless communication. Computers and network equipment at the physical design phase are minimum configurations of the computer system.
LAYER 2: LOGICAL DESIGN
The logical design of infrastructure is influenced by software designs. For example, if you gave three kinds of web applications, you should construct three application server computers and web servers. If you need e-mail function, you should prepare SMTP server and POP server. Usually, server computers are set up to several virtual machines. Each virtual machine is set up as a server computer. The server computer on the virtual machine is set up a server such as a web server, SMTP server. In addition, client computers and network equipment are categorized to several virtual LANs. Virtual LAN is useful when network environment is huge. A virtual LAN is a meaningful area in the logical design. For example, computers in a section of a company are set up a virtual LAN, even if the section is divided into two groups that are geographically distant.
LAYER 3: SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE DESIGN
Up to the layer 2, the computer system can basically operate. Next, we have to consider security and performance of the computer system. To achieve high security, we have to prepare authentication servers and firewall servers. To achieve high performance, network equipment such as road balancers is added to the computer infrastructure.
LAYER 4: RELIABILITY DESIGN
Next, we have to improve reliability of the computer system. Database system and applications are copied to the other computers in order to recover data and system when the database is crashed, or the server is broken.
LAYER 5: MANAGEMENT LOG DESIGN
Finally, we design monitoring and analysis functions for the computer system using log data on server computers and network equipment. Usually, several servers for monitoring and analysis are added to the infrastructure. Administrators manage the infrastructure statuses through the monitoring and the analysis-tools.
THE PROPOSED ANALYSIS TOOL

PURPOSE OF THE TOOL
The purpose of the tool is that software engineers detect proper causes of system failures by themselves after computer system starts running. The feature of the tool is usage of system logs among network equipment, servers, middleware, and application software. Especially, the tool focuses on web application system. Software engineers usually have little infrastructure knowledge. Software engineers need assistance from infrastructure engineers when complicated system failures occur on web application system. Especially, we aim that software engineers alone can distinguish infrastructure faults with software faults through the tool. In addition, a target of the tool is web application system. Therefore, we focus on tracing and replaying HTTP requests and HTTP responses. Fig.2 shows an outline of the tool. The tool consists of 5 steps. The first, second, and third steps are preparation for starting the tool. After starting the tool, tracing and replaying are started in the tool. At first, engineers set up configurations of servers and network equipment at a constructing infrastructure phase. Next, engineers make software programs with functions of outputting log. The program are parts of a web application. After that, the computer system starts working at an operation phase. Many users use the computer system with recording logs. Next step is when system failures occur. The replay tool is useful. The replay tool can replay the computer system situation including infrastructure and software even if time has passed since the failure occurred. The tool can be rewound until the failure occurrence time. Finally, using thetool, software engineers can seamlessly trace HTTPrequests and HTTP responses on both infrastructure and application software.
AN OUTLINE OF THE TOOL
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF LOG
Network equipment, various servers, middleware and application software output different log formats and various information. Therefore, in the tool, essential elements of logs are defined as follows, The above 4 elements of the "Time", the "IPsource", the "IPdestination", and the "Protocol" have to be collected on each network equipment, each server, middleware, application software. The above "Info" element is also collected if possible. The data of "Info" is required in the step5 "Tracing" of the tool (See Step5:Tracing subsection of this section). If the "Info" data is sufficiently collected in computer system, the tracing of the tool will be better. Quality and quantity of the "Info" data influence the success of the tracing.
On the other hand, we have to consider performance of network equipment, servers and software. Logs require huge storages and much processing time. If all messages are recorded to logs on a core switch device, the performance of the core switch will be suddenly low. Therefore, we have to consider roles of network equipment and servers. Some network devices may output only "Time", "IPsource", "IPdestination", and "Protocol". Some servers may output all messages. An example of the collected data guideline is as follows, (1) . Non intelligent network device: collecting no data (2) . Intelligent network device such as core switch: "Time", "IP source ", "IP destination ", and "Protocol" (3). Non-core network device such as distribution switch: all data (4). Fire wall server: "Time", "IPsource", "IPdestination", and "Protocol" (5) . Web server, DB server: default format log includes "Time", "IP source ", "IP destination ", and "Protocol" (6). Web Application: HTTP request information, program name, variables, and other program information (software engineers can make program codes in order to output necessary information into logs in web applications)
In this way, non-intelligent devices do not output any logs, some core switches cannot record "Info" data. Web applications can output various information for replaying and tracing. Therefore, we should consider how the missing data is covered. If some network devices cannot record any logs, the missing logs may be covered with the logs of neighboring intelligent network devices. The missing data is covered by the covering techniques [15]. 
STEP1:PREPARATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE
Various servers also output various log. Network equipment outputs various tracing log. Engineers set up configuration files so that HTTP requests and HTTP responses can be recorded. If log volume is huge, engineers record only the above 4 essential elements (See 4.3. Essential elements). The log recording functions usually are supported by operating system, server software, middleware and network equipment.
For example, a typical log of Apache web server is as a follow, 
In this case, Time is "04/Jun/2017:16:39:06 +0900", IP destination is "150.89.13.147", IP source is "150.89.2.6", Protocol is "HTTP", Info is " GET /wiki.cgi?page=3 HTTP/1.1" 200 5408 "-" " Edge/14.14393".
STEP2: PREPARATION OF SOFTWARE
Software engineers make software program including trace functions. The trace functions mean that HTTP requests and HTTP responses can output logs. In addition, program file names and data of variables are recorded to the log files. Program file names are useful to recognize behaviours of program. The data of variables are useful to recognize correct receiving data through GET or POST methods. After that, the HTTP response are generated. The HTTP response data is also recorded into the log files.
Examples of php programs for HTTP request are as follows. 
STEP3: COLLECTING LOGS
After the computer system development finishes, the computer system starts working on real business processes. Many users use the computer system. Operating systems and servers, middleware, network equipment and web applications and software are continuously outputting log files. The logs accumulated in a log server (See Layer 5 of Fig.1) . Basically, the essential elements are recorded in the logs. Fig.4 Images of tracing a HTTP request and response Fig.5 The tracing mechanism of the tool When a system failure occurs, the replay tool is useful. The tool collects automatically all log files on the computer system. The most feature of the tool is that software engineers can rewind time. Therefore, the replay tool is useful. The tool can replay the real situations of network, servers and web applications. Engineers can recognize all situations when the system failures occurred. For example, in step 4 of Fig.2 , huge clients try to connect to one network device. The load of the network device suddenly becomes heavy. The red rectangle of the network device presents heavy load. Even software engineers can understand problems of the heavy load of the network device. Therefore, the tool helps software engineers detect correct faults for the system failures.
STEP4: REPLAYING
Then, the heavy load of servers or network equipment is calculated by the logs. For example, if you rewind time to 12:00, the replay tool collects logs that were recorded from 12:00 to 12:01 (See Fig.3 ). The number of accesses of the Server 1 of Fig.3 is100,00 from 12:00 to 12:01. The number of accesses of the Network device 1 is 200,00, the number of accesses of the Network device 2 is 50,00. The number of accesses is a basis of the colour of the rectangle of a device. In Fig.3 , Network device1 has deep red colour because the Network device1 has the biggest accesses. Network device2 has light red colour because the Network device2 has the smallest accesses. In this way, the replay tool visually presents load statuses of all servers and network equipment. Software engineers can easily understand network load status at the failure occurrence time in the replay tool.
STEP5: TRACING
The tracing is the most characteristic function in the tool. The tracing helps software engineers distinguish software problems with infrastructure problems. Sometime, an incomprehensible system failure occurs. The incomprehensible failure mean that causes of the failure are not clear.
The incomprehensible failure may be caused by infrastructure faults, or the incomprehensible failure may be caused by application program faults.
For an example, a user accesses a web application through a smartphone with Wi-Fi network. A "Forbidden error" frequently occur. The "Forbidden" failure usually occur when permissions of file and folders are wrong in the web application system. Also, the "Forbidden" failure occur Fig.6 A trial computer system for the evaluation when "Deny" command setting is wrong in web server Apache. The "Forbidden" error may occur by both program faults and infrastructure faults. In infrastructure problem case, the httpd.conf file for Apache web server has "Deny from 150.9.160.45" command. If the IP address is wrong, a client computer cannot access the server computer with the "150.9.160.45". As a result, "Forbidden error" occur on the client computer.
On the other hand, if a php program has wrong code, the client computer also has "Forbidden error". The php program has a function of making list of a specific folder. The php program has as a follow:
foreach(glob(abc/*') as $file){ file_get_contents($file); } If the "abc" folder includes an unreadable file, the "Forbidden error" occurs on the client computer. Of course, the php program has to check readable files or not. A software engineer alone cannot detect a fault of setting the httpd.conf file. An infrastructure engineer alone cannot detect a fault of the php program code. In this way, the system failure such as the "Forbidden error" depends on not only program faults but also infrastructure faults.
In the case, the tracing function of the tool is useful. Images of the tracing is shown at Fig.4 . If the httpd.conf file is wrong, the HTTP response will return from the web server. If the php program code is wrong, the HTTP response will return from the web application. The red arrows of Fig.4 mean the "Tracing" result. A software engineer alone can understand the wrong setting of the web server in the case 1. An infrastructure engineer alone can understand the wrong program code in the web application in the case2.
Next, a mechanism of the tracing is described. Fig.5 shows an outline of the mechanism. We assume that a system failure occurs at 12:00:00, the IP address of the smartphone is "IP1", the IP address of the web application is "IP2". The tracing function searches a log record line with "Time is around at 12:00:00", "IPdestination is IP1" or "IPsource is IP1" and "Protocol is HTTP". If the data of the 4 elements are recorded in the logs, the device and the server received the HTTP requests and the HTTP responses. If the data of the 4 elements are not recorded in the log, the device and server did not receive the HTTP requests and the HTTP responses. In the case of Fig.5 , the access point, the router, the web server received the HTTP request. However, the web application did not have the log of the HTTP request. Therefore, the tracer of the tool presents the result like the case 1 of Fig.4 . The mechanism of the tracing is simple. If the logs have sufficient "Info" data, the correctness of the tracing function will be improved because the tracer gets useful information to classify each HTTP request and each HTTP response.
AN EVALUATION OF THE TOOL
This section shows usefulness of the tool in the limited computer system called as "a trial computer system".
A TRIAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
The trial computer system is shown at Fig.6 . The trial computer system was built at my laboratory in local area network. The trial computer system consists of a web server (Apache) [16] , an application (php program), a database server (MySQL) [17], a router, an access point, a smartphone client, and a client computer. The router was built in a computer with Linux. The router computer is set the firewall with iptables [18] service. The access point is goods on the market. The access point does not have a function of outputting logs. Client terminals are a smartphone and a notebook computer. The smartphone is an android terminal with chrome browser. The notebook computer is set up windows10 with the IE 11 browser. Fig.7 and Fig.8 show images of the tool. We use the tool in a part of visualization of the tracing function and the replaying function in the trial case.
STEP1: PREPARATION OF INFRASTRUCTURE
We set up the devices and the servers for recording logs. The recording logs are shown at TABLE1. All logs include the 4 essential elements (Time, IPsource, IPdestination, and Protocol). 
STEP2: PREPARATION OF SOFTWARE
The web application of Fig.6 is prepared. The application is built in php language. The php program also has functions of outputting "php program file names", "function names in the php programs", "values of important variables", "header of HTTP request", and "body of HTTP request".
STEP3: COLLECTING LOGS
The trial computer system starts working. The servers start running. The client computer and the smartphone access the web application using URL (http://150.9.162.46/test.php) with browsers.
The logs of Fig.6 are recorded in the trial computersystem. The two system failures occurred. The first failure is "not found error (404)", the other failure is a no response error. Fig.7 shows a result of the replaying in the tool. At first, we move the time slide bar on the tool. We can rewind time to the failures' occurrence time. Then, we can see how heavy the loads are. The loads are presented as red rectangles in Fig.7 . The red rectangles are at the bottle of the router and the servers. Because this trial computer system is very simple, the logs were not so much.
STEP4: REPLAYING
The web application was accessed several times from the only two clients. The loads of the servers and the router were not heavy. In addition, the rectangle of the database server is not red. That is, anyone did not access the database server. In this way, load statuses and running status are presented as the red rectangles at the time of the slide bar.
STEP5: TRACING
The tracing result is shown at Fig.8 . The value of IPdestination is IP address of the web application. Protocol is HTTP because this system is a web application system. Based on the values of the 4 essential elements, the tool searches the log files. If lines of the log files include the same values of the 4 essential elements, the lines of the log files are coloured. The lower part of Fig.8 shows the coloured lines of the log files. The yellow coloured lines mean the lines that have the same values of the 4 essential elements. Therefore, we can trace the HTTP request from the clicked notebook computer.
In addition, the web application tracing is most characteristic. The web application is built in php language. The php program has codes of outputting the essential elements such as IPsource and IPdestination to a log file. Moreover, the php program file names, the function names and the main variables' values are also recorded to the log file. The codes of the recording the program file name and the variables are embedded into the php program. The log file of the php program also has a role of debugging information. The program file names and the values of the variables in the log file are useful to detect software faults in a normal debugging process. The tracing tool can present the program file names and values of the variables that are synchronized with the other logs of devices and servers. An example of the web application logs is as a follow: 
The above log from the php program is sufficiently useful to detect faults in php programs. In this way, the logs of the tool are seamless data without distinction between infrastructure and software.
EVALUATION OF THE TOOL IN "NOT FOUND ERROR(404)"
The system failure "Object not found error (404)" occurred in the notebook computer.
1) Case1: problems in the web server The configuration file of the web server Apache has a "DocumentRoot" attribute. Usually, the value of the document root is set up a default value "htdocs". However, if the document root is a wrong value, the first page "index.php" will be "Object not found error (404)".
2) Case2: problems in the php programs
The php program generates html tag codes such as "<a href ="c:/user/hanakawa/htdocs/abc/check.php">". The code includes an absolute pathname. The php program does not run correctly on the web server because the pathname of the "c:/user/hanakawa/htdocs/abc/check.php" is absolute. As a result, "not found error (404)" occurs. This is a typical novice fault about pathname.
The results of the case 1 and case 2 are shown at Fig.9 . The tool can trace the HTTP request in the logs of the servers and the web application, and the router. Please see the log areas of the web applications in both the case 1 and the case 2 (See red circles in Fig.9 ). The log area of the web application in the case 1 is empty, in contrast, the log area of the web application in the case 2 is not empty. That is, in the case 1, the HTTP request did not arrive at the web application. In contrast, the HTTP request arrived at the web application in the case2. The difference of the arrival to the web application is important when software engineers investigate program faults. In the case 1, they can know that the php program is not wrong. In the case 2, they can recognize higher possibility of the php program faults. In this way, the result of the tool helps software engineers divide software faults and infrastructure faults in web applications.
EVALUATION OF THE TOOL IN "NO RESPONSE ERROR"
The system failure "no response error" occurred in the notebook computer.
1) Case1: problems in the firewall setting in the router
The firewall has a filtering function. The filtering setting is difficult without sufficient knowledge of network environment. Many mistakes of setting the filtering occurred in various computer system [19] . Therefore, it assumes that the filtering setting is wrong. The notebook computer receives "no response error".
An example of the wrong setting is a mistake of an iptables configuration file in a firewall. The forward and input commands were commented out in the iptables configuration file as follows,
#-A FORWARD -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT #-A INPUT -m state --state RELATED,ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT
The comment-outs prevent from proper accesses to the web application. Therefore, "no response error" occurred on the notebook computer.
2) Case2: problems in the php programs If the php program has an endless loop code, the php program cannot return the HTTP response. Of course, the endless loop code is wrong. Software engineers should find the endless loop code immediately. Because the php program cannot return the HTTP response, the notebook computer receives "no response error".
The results of the case 1 and case 2 are shown at Fig.10 . The tool can trace the HTTP requests and the HTTP responses in the log files. In the case 1, the HTTP request from the notebook computer arrived at the web application. After that, the web application returned a HTTP response to the web server. The web server tried to return the HTTP response to the router. However, the firewall did not permit the forward the HTTP response to the notebook computer. Therefore, too many retries of the forward action of the HTTP response occurred. The log area of the router presents the too many retries of the forward (See a red circle of the case1 of Fig.10 ). Because the log area of the router is limited on the tool, all retries cannot are shown on the Fig.10 . However, if you scroll the log area of the router, you can see the too many retries of the forward commands. A software engineer alone can understand that the router has any problems, and, the php program has no faults.
In the case 2, the router and the web server normally received the HTTP request from the notebook computer. However, the web server and the router did not receive the HTTP response. We focus on the log area of the php program. There are too many logs about the HTTP request and the HTTP response. Especially, the red rectangle of the web application is deep red, and bigger (See a circle of the case 2 of Fig.10 ). The red rectangle of the web application presents how heavy the web allocation's load is. That is, the php program had heavy load. The too many logs and the too heavy load of the web application suggest some faults in the php program. A software engineer can detect the endless loop program easily, in the same way, an infrastructure engineer can understand easily the high possibility of the web application software faults using the tool.
A PRACTICE OF THE TOOL IN A REAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
PURPOSE
To evaluate the tool, the tool was applied to a real large-scale computer system. The summary of the target computer system presents at Table2. The target computer system starts working from April of 2017. However, several system failures occurred. The most frequent failure is "Authentication error" on a web application. The failure was investigated in the tool. Fig.11 The computer environment at the failure occurrence Unfortunately, the tool cannot apply the target computer system because the scale of the computer system is too large. The visualization of the computer system is difficult in the tool. Therefore, the images of this section are made manually to be like the tool screen. In addition, the computer system has already completed. Therefore, all logs in the tool were not recorded. Several logs of the servers, the network devices and web applications were missing. Fig 11 shows the computer system environment of the system failure. The failure occurred at 14:37 on June 16, 2017. The failure was an authentication error of the "Application1" on the "Client PC1" (see Fig.11 ). The "Application1" runs on two server computers connected with the load balancer. Therefore, if the first server computer for "Application1" has heavy load, the second server computer for "Application1" runs instead of the first computer.
A TARGET FAILURE
REPLAYING AND TRACING RESULTS
At first, we rewound the logs to around at14:37 on June 16, 2017. Next, we replayed the logs one second at a time. Fig.12 shows the tracing result of the computer system at 14:37:24 on June 16, 2017. The IP address of the "Client PC1" is "150:11:160:1". The HTTP request from "150:11:160:1" at 14:37:24 moved to the core switch. Then, the request arrived at the "AP2-1" of "Application2" server computer. After that, the HTTP request arrived at the "AP1-1" and "AP1-2" of Application 1 server computers. The red filled circles in Fig.12 indicate where the HTTP request passed. That is, the accesses of the IP address "150:11:160:1" were recorded in the log files. The other computers and devices had no logs about the IP address.
In the Fig.12 , we found strange phenomena on the "AP1-1" and "AP1-2". The "AP1-1" and "AP1-2" are the same web application "Application1". The reason of the two server computers is the load distribution. The load balancer connected with the "AP1-1" and the "AP1-2" distributes the load of the computers. Usually, a series of HTTP requests arrived at a server computer because of consistency of the series of the HTTP requests. The management of the series of requests is called "session". However, the HTTP requests from the "Client PC1" at 14:37:24 were simultaneously reached into the two server computers. The phenomena of the reaching into two server computers at the same time indicated a possibility of some faults in the infrastructure or the software. We understood that the load distribution functions had any problems in the infrastructure or the web application software. Because the session of the series of the HTTP requests was broken, the "Authentication error" occurred on the "Client PC1". The replaying and the tracing such as Fig.12 helps software engineers investigate faults in the cases of both software problems and infrastructure problems. Even if software engineers cannot completely find infrastructure faults, they will be able to distinguish software problems from infrastructure problems using the replaying and the tracing of the tool.
SUMMARY
We propose a tool for evaluating web applications. The feature of the tool is seamless evaluation between software and infrastructure. The logs recording actions are set to network devices, servers, and web applications in the system development phase. After that, if system failures occur at the system operation phase, the replaying and the tracing tool helps software engineers detect faults. Even if the failure occurs caused by the complicated faults that are influenced both software and infrastructure, software engineers alone will be able to distinguish between software faults and infrastructure faults using the replaying and the tracing of the tool.
In future, the tool of the replaying and the tracing will be improved to adapt a large-scale computer system. After that, we will evaluate in several real system faults of the large-scale computer system.
